
Testing tomorrow. With cpX.Test.

_ Efficiency - Automation of time-consuming and repetitive test cases

_ Reusability - investments in test automation are sustainable and increase  
process quality thanks to extended test coverage

_ Saving potential - Costs for performed tests can be reduced to  
a necessary level

_ Transparency - Centralized management of all test cases and test case  
results increases overview and effectiveness

_ Proximity to process - Remote-controlled tests on the target infrastructure with  
„real“ data increase the quality of the software in combination with other processes

_ Time to market - Automated testing with cpX.Test shortens the time required for  
process adjustments in software and system integration
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cpX.test -  
The New Testing  
Generation

Growing requirements lead to more frequent changes to the soft-
ware. At the same time, the complexity of system architectures and 
processes is increasing while very high demands are placed on 
quality. Do you lack the expertise, time and personnel to test these 
requirements to a sufficient extent and with the desired quality?

Automate your test processes with cpX.Test, the Customer Testing 
Platform of GAS-X and ENER-GX. The connection to our cloud 
platform enables you to execute complex, fully automated and 
cyclically repeatable tests on your system with your data. Trust in 
the know-how of our certified testers.

cpX.test - The New Testing Generation

cpX.test - Our solution

Testing today

The world is how we shape it
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The test process in cpX.Test

About Sopra Steria 
Sopra Steria, a European leader in consulting, digital services and software development, helps its clients drive their digital transformation to 
obtain tangible and sustainable benefits. 46,000 experts in 25 countries provide end-to-end solutions to make large companies and organisati-
ons more competitive by combining in-depth knowledge of a wide range of business sectors and innovative technologies with a fully collaborati-
ve approach. Sopra Steria places people at the heart of everything it does and is committed to making the most of digital technology to build a 
positive future for its clients.  

The world is how we shape it
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Quality 

_ Significant improvement of internal 
test cases

_ Better process understanding
_ Coverage of the end-to-end  

processes at the customer

Automation 

_ Fully automated tests
_ Dynamic period configuration
_ Reusable test templates
_ Scheduling of the automatic tests

Documentation 

_ Automatic logging of the tests
_ Audit-proof storage of test results
_ Documentation and administration 

of the execution at a central location
_ Numerous expansion possibilities

Tests close to customers 

_ Test system of the customer
_ Test of the customer‘s infrastructure
_ Test of the customer‘s network
_ Data constellation of the customer 

can be tested
_ Process landscape of the customer 

can be tested
_ Interfaces of the customer can be 

tested

Wins

Feature Bronze Silver Gold
Simple and centralised administration of any number of test cases

Included users 1 5 10

5 tests included (incl. error analysis and adjustment)

Test cases can be executed as often as required

Analysis dashboard for tests

Detailed view of the test results in the cpX.Test platform

Creation of individual PDF reports per test

Time-controlled execution of tests

Evaluation of failed test by Sopra Steria

Creation of tickets in the event of a software error 

Adjustment of test cases by Sopra Steria

Automatic start of tests after deployment

Analysis of test results  
(monitoring and reporting)
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